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Un-manned Satellites on Postage Stamps: 50
By Guest contributors Don Hillger and Garry Toth

Helios series

manned Satellites on Postage Stamps”: Where
are we headed?

This is the fiftieth in a series of articles about un-manned
The authors would like to be able to cover many more unsatellites on postage stamps. [Please read later in this
manned satellites or series of satellites, just as
article to find out where the authors are taking
we have done so far in this series of articles.
this series, now that we’ve completed 50 articles
However our web pages, which come first, have
on the un-manned satellites topic over the last
far outstripped our publishing effort. We have
nearly 20 years.]
enough material for hundreds more of this type
of article, which we would never be able to
This article features the West German Helios
complete at the current publication rate.
series satellites. The German Helios solarobserving satellites from the 1970s should not be
Weather satellites were our original area of
confused with the much later French Helios
interest and we started this series in 2002 by
reconnaissance satellites, the first of which was
covering the earliest of them, the TIROS and
launched in 1995.
ESSA group. After that, our interests expanded
to include scientific and environmentalThere were two German Helios satellites: Helios
observing satellites, and then, gradually, we
-1 launched 10 December 1974, and Helios-2
added to the mix the full range of unmanned
launched 15 January 1976. The two Helios
satellites:
astronomical,
solar-observing,
satellites were deep space probes developed by
West Germany in cooperation with NASA. They
amateur-radio, planetary, lunar, cometary,
were shaped like two conical sections joined
asteroid,
navigation,
biological,
near their points, resulting in an approximate
communications, and even Space Shuttlehourglass shape. The spacecraft were equipped
related satellites and sub-satellites. The volume
with two booms and a 32-m electric dipole
of material is much greater than we ever could
antenna.
Their mission was to make
have imagined at the beginning of our topical
measurements in the interplanetary space
adventure into the world of un-manned
between 0.3 AU and 1.0 AU from the Sun. (You
satellites.
will recall that the Earth lies at a distance of 1
astronomical unit (AU) from the Sun).
Instead of continuing down the same path as
Helios is easily identifiable by its unique shape
before, we have decided to concentrate our
and is found on a number of postage stamps
publishing efforts on selected groups of satellites
issued in the 1970s. Only postal items with clear
or satellite series. This will move us forward
images of Helios and no other satellites are
through our accumulated material and more
included with this article, to avoid any confusion
quickly into areas we have worked on more
as to which is Helios. Notable are a set of
recently. Hopefully, this switch will come into
postage stamps from Grenada, a souvenir sheet
effect in our next article. We will abandon the
from Paraguay, and a pictorial cancel from West
current un-manned series numbering after this
Germany. Several other postal items show Helios
as well as other satellites. Images of those items
50th article, but invite readers to continue to look
can be found online at the links below.
for our published materials as well as to explore
our online information, which is much more
A checklist of postal items identified as showing
extensive than we are able to provide in print.
these
satellites
(http://
Our online content continues to expand almost
rammb.cira.colostate.edu/dev/hillger/
daily as we find new material for our ongoing
Helios.htm) is available on the Website developed by the exploration of un-manned satellite philately.
authors for the un-manned satellites featured in his series
of articles (http://rammb.cira.colostate.edu/dev/hillger/ Readers can find all our publications in PDF format at http://
satellites.htm). The Website includes images of stamps rammb.cira.colostate.edu/dev/hillger/stamp-articles.htm.
and other postal items depicting the satellites discussed in That page includes publications on various topics of interest
this article, as well as images of launch covers that feature to us (such as weather and climate) in addition to unthese satellites. E-mail correspondence is welcome. Don manned satellite philately. Stay tuned, as we are not yet
Hillger can be reached at don.hillger@colostate.edu and done: we expect to have more to offer to the philatelic
Garry Toth at gmt.varia@gmail.com.
community in the coming years, both online and in print.
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when the satellite details are unavailable. Often that
generic information involves using the words “secret”,
“spy”, or “classified” to describe the satellites being
launched. This article, while not focusing on any particular
series of military/reconnaissance satellites, explores the use
of generic descriptive terminology as substitutes for actual
details of many military satellite launches.

A Survey of “Secret”, “Spy”, and
“Classified” Terminology on
Satellite Covers
Don Hillger and Garry Toth
Since many military and reconnaissance satellites are
launched under a cloak of secrecy, it is left to cover
manufacturers to use generic descriptions on launch covers

The authors did an informal and limited survey of
terminology found on their collection of satellite launch
covers after noticing that certain key words or phrases are
used often, while others are much less common. Covers
with examples of the featured words will be shown after
the survey results are introduced. As a disclaimer to this
study, the results presented here are based on the authors’
collection of thousands of launch covers, which we feel is
large enough to be fairly representative and informative.
However, other cover collectors might find different
terminology or statistics. If so, we invite them to share
those results with us.

Terminology and key word statistics
For about 20 years, the authors have posted images of
launch covers, not all of which we own, in online lists.
Some of the cover images were provided by other
collectors. Those lists can be found at the link provided at
the end of this article. Since the authors collect mainly un-
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